Despite the numerous intellectual contributions made by women, we find evidence of bias against them in contexts that emphasize intellectual ability. In the first experiment, 347 participants were asked to refer individuals for a job. Approximately half of the participants were led to believe that the job required high-level intellectual ability; the other half were not. A Bayesian mixed-effects logistic regression revealed that the odds of referring a woman were 38.3% lower when the job description mentioned intellectual ability, consistent with the possibility of gender bias. We also found evidence of gender bias in Experiment 2, which was a preregistered direct replication of Experiment 1 with a larger and more diverse sample (811 participants; 44.6% people of color). Experiment 3 provided a developmental investigation of this bias by testing whether young children favor boys over girls in the context of intellectually challenging activities. Five-to 7-year-olds (N ϭ 192) were taught how to play a team game. Half of the children were told that the game was for "really, really smart" children; the other half were not. Children then selected 3 teammates from among 6 unfamiliar children. Children's initial selections were driven by ingroup bias (i.e., girls chose girls and boys chose boys), but children subsequently showed bias against girls, choosing girls as teammates for the "smart" game only 37.6% of the time (vs. 53.4% for the other game). Bias against women and girls in contexts where brilliance is prized emerges early and is a likely obstacle to their success.
. Likewise, women graduate from college at higher rates, as well as from master's and doctoral programs (National Center for Education Statistics, 2017) . Given these realities, one might expect women and men to be treated as intellectual equals and be given the same opportunities to pursue intellectually challenging work. The three experiments presented here suggest otherwise. We find consistent evidence of bias against women in contexts that emphasize intellectual ability. Moreover, we show that this bias is present even in elementary school children.
On the surface, Americans' attitudes seem to track the tremendous progress that women have made in terms of their educational and professional attainments. For example, in a 2015 nationally representative poll from the Pew Research Center, 86% of participants indicated that the trait "intelligent" was equally likely to describe men and women (Pew Research Center, 2015) . Not far below the surface, however, the stereotypes that associate men rather than women with high-level intellectual ability-a potent subset of the gender stereotypes about competence and agency (e.g., Eagly & Steffen, 1984; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002 )-seem to persist. For example, college students use descriptors such as "brilliant" and "genius" two to three times more often in their anonymous evaluations of male than female instructors (Storage, Horne, Cimpian, & Leslie, 2016) , and parents search Google for information on whether their sons are "gifted" 2.5 times more often than they do for their daughters (Stephens-Davidowitz, 2014) . Similarly, academic letters of recommendation for women contain fewer superlative comments such as "brilliant scientist" or "trailblazer" (Dutt, Pfaff, Bernstein, Dillard, & Block, 2016) , as do reviews of grant proposals submitted by women (relative to men with similar track records; Magua et al., 2017) .
These gendered notions of intellectual ability predict women's career outcomes. Women are underrepresented relative to men in fields where brilliance is valued-not just in science (e.g., physics) but also in certain fields in the arts and humanities (e.g., philosophy), which are generally not male-typed domains , 2017 Leslie, Cimpian, Meyer, & Freeland, 2015; Storage et al., 2016) . A field's emphasis on brilliance predicts its female representation above and beyond other factors that might be relevant, such as the field's typical work-life balance (e.g., Ferriman, Lubinski, & Benbow, 2009 ), its focus on people versus abstract systems (e.g., Billington, Baron-Cohen, & Wheelwright, 2007) , or its selectivity (e.g., Hedges & Nowell, 1995) . Thus, the seemingly subtle differences in how people think about the intellectual abilities of women and men translate into macrolevel inequities in their professional trajectories, with women being systematically underrepresented in some of the most prestigious jobs in American society (see also Eagly & Karau, 2002) .
The stereotypes that associate brilliance with men give rise to these patterns of underrepresentation in part by shaping women's beliefs and expectations. For example, job advertisements that emphasize exceptional intellectual abilities undermine women's interest because they lead women to (a) doubt their own abilities and (b) expect that others will doubt their abilities, which in turn affects their sense of belonging (Bian, Leslie, Murphy, & Cimpian, 2018; Emerson & Murphy, 2015) . While the self-doubts are misplaced-there is no compelling evidence of differences in the inherent intellectual abilities of women and men, either at the mean or at the extremes (e.g., Feingold, 1994; Guiso, Monte, Sapienza, & Zingales, 2008; Hyde, 2005; Hyde, Lindberg, Linn, Ellis, & Williams, 2008; Spelke, 2005) the expectation that others will be biased could be warranted. This is the central issue we investigate here: Is there bias against women in contexts that emphasize high-level intellectual ability? In the context of the present research, we use the term "gender bias" to refer to differential treatment of women and men in contexts where women and men do not differ in the actual abilities relevant to those contexts (e.g., the abilities needed to perform a job).
The study of gender bias in professional contexts has a long, and not altogether straightforward, history. For instance, several high-profile studies over the last 20 years have found evidence of discrimination against women in academic science (e.g., Moss-Racusin, Dovidio, Brescoll, Graham, & Handelsman, 2012; Steinpreis, Anders, & Ritzke, 1999; Wenneras & Wold, 1997) , but other analyses have in some cases not supported this conclusion (for a review, see Ceci & Williams, 2011) . In fact, a 2015 experiment found a bias favoring highly qualified women (vs. equally qualified men) for tenure-track positions in several science fields (Williams & Ceci, 2015) . These contradictory findings highlight the context-dependent nature of bias, a conclusion reinforced by a recent meta-analysis of employment decisions (Koch, D'Mello, & Sackett, 2015) . Moderation tests in this meta-analysis found that, for example, bias against women was strongest in male-dominated fields (consistent with the work on role congruity and perceived "fit"; Eagly & Karau, 2002; Heilman, 2012) and when the competence of the potential employee was ambiguous (see also Heilman, 2012) .
The present studies investigate gender bias in a specific type of context-namely, in circumstances that explicitly emphasize raw intellectual talent. It is important to examine whether gender bias is present in these contexts for both practical and theoretical reasons. Practically, evidence of such bias would reveal an obstacle to women's participation and advancement in many prestigious, high-status careers. The idea that brilliance is essential for success is common not only in many STEM fields (i.e., science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) but also in fields such as philosophy and music composition (Leslie, Cimpian, et al., This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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2015). Young women hoping to pursue such "genius fields" might encounter bias not just from academics in these fields (e.g., in a university setting) but also from members of the general public (e.g., parents, teachers), who generally share academics' beliefs on this topic . Even beyond these fields, brilliance may be seen as a prerequisite for many prestigious positions, top awards, and so on; the more rarefied the professional honor, the stronger the expectation may be that its recipient possesses exceptional intellectual ability, regardless of field. If gender bias were present in these contexts, it would impede women's advancement into the upper echelons of their professions. Finding evidence of gender bias in contexts that value brilliance would be theoretically informative as well, as it would speak to a potential mechanism underlying women's underrepresentation in "genius fields" . Prior work has suggested that the culture of these fields tends to undermine women's interest (Bian et al., 2018) , but the extent to which others' biases are part of the explanation for this phenomenon is currently unclear. In addition to focusing on this type of context, the present investigation of gender bias is innovative in two other respects. First, whereas most studies of gender bias in professional contexts have focused on the hiring decision per se, such bias-if present-may be even stronger at earlier stages of the recruitment process, when the pool of candidates is being assembled. Across academia and industry, one of the most common recruitment practices consists of eliciting referrals of suitable candidates (e.g., Gërxhani, & Koster, 2015; Zottoli & Wanous, 2000) . The act of making a referral (that is, of identifying a familiar person who matches the requirements of a particular job) relies heavily on memory retrieval, a cognitive process that is susceptible to distortion by stereotypes (e.g., Fyock & Stangor, 1994) . As a result, the referrals provided in contexts that emphasize brilliance may skew toward the group favored by the "brilliance ϭ men" stereotype, biasing the recruitment process before the hiring decision. We thus investigated whether there is bias against women in referrals for jobs described as requiring high-level intellectual ability (Experiments 1 and 2).
The second innovative aspect of the present studies is that we investigated gender bias developmentally. Although it may seem surprising, the processes that discourage women's participation in certain prestigious careers (such as those that prize brilliance) may have their roots early in life (e.g., Bian, Leslie, & Cimpian, 2017; Cheryan, Master, & Meltzoff, 2015; Eccles, 1994; Gunderson, Ramirez, Levine, & Beilock, 2012) . Indeed, the stereotypes that associate natural brilliance with males arise as early as kindergarten and first grade (Bian et al., 2017) . We thus tested whether contexts that emphasize intellectual ability elicit gender bias even among young children. Biased comments or behaviors from peers may exclude girls from certain domains of activity, depriving them of the opportunity to develop the skills needed to pursue careers in those domains later in life. Thus, we investigated whether children aged 5 to 7 exhibit bias against girls in the context of unfamiliar activities that are described as requiring high-level intellectual ability; these activities serve as experimental analogs of important real-world domains such as mathematics and natural science (Experiment 3).
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 provided a first test of the hypothesis of bias against women in contexts that emphasize high-level intellectual ability. Participants were asked to refer acquaintances for a job; half of the participants were told that the job was for brilliant individuals, while the other half were not. If there is gender bias in contexts where intellectual ability is salient, we should see that participants are less likely to refer women when they think the job requires brilliance.
Method
Participants. Participants were recruited via Amazon's Mechanical Turk (N ϭ 347; 59.7% female; mean age ϭ 35 years). An additional 15 participants were excluded from the experiment because they resided outside of the United States (n ϭ 12), 1 reported during debriefing that they had not paid attention (n ϭ 2), or did not provide any referrals (n ϭ 1).
Research ethics. All procedures for this and subsequent experiments were approved by the institutional review board of a large public university in the United States.
Manipulation. Participants were asked to imagine that they are working for "a big company" that is "looking to fill a couple of positions in their workforce." They were then randomly assigned to read one of two job descriptions. Participants in the experimental condition read a brief description that emphasized the candidates' intellectual abilities (e.g., "high IQ," "superior reasoning skills," "natural intelligence"; for the full text, see Table S1 in the online supplemental material). In contrast, participants in the control condition read a job description that emphasized the candidates' motivation, which is arguably a requirement for most jobs (e.g., "highly motivated," "superior commitment," "consistent effort"). This description was adapted from prior work (Bian et al., 2018) , where it was found to be gender-neutral (i.e., equally applicable to men and women).
Memory check. Immediately after reading the job description, participants' memory of it was tested. Specifi- 1 We excluded non-U.S. Mechanical Turk participants because of uncertainty about (a) whether they are proficient in English and (b) whether they share the same cultural attitudes as U.S. participants (in this case, gender attitudes). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
cally, participants were asked to check which attributes from a list of eight had been mentioned in the job description. Of the eight characteristics, four were relevant to the "brilliance" job and four to the control job. Participants whose answers suggested they had not read the job descriptions carefully enough to answer this basic question were excluded from further analyses (n ϭ 52 beyond the final 347). Specifically, participants were excluded if they (a) selected none of the characteristics relevant to their condition, or (b) selected one or more characteristics relevant to the other condition (e.g., "high IQ" in the control condition). In addition to serving as a memory check, this part of the procedure served to reinforce the manipulation: Participants were then shown the correct answers, which all pertained to intellectual ability in the experimental condition (e.g., "high IQ," "natural intelligence") and motivation in the control condition (e.g., "highly motivated," "superior commitment").
Referral measure. Next, participants were asked to recommend someone they know who meets the requirements of the job, regardless of whether they already have a job. To mask the purpose of the study, we required participants to provide several pieces of information about the person they were referring in addition to their gender (e.g., their first name, their age, their relationship to the participant). After completing this information, participants were asked to refer a second person and were reminded of the job description before being allowed to do so. Asking participants to make decisions sequentially (vs. simultaneously), as we did here, may provide a more sensitive measure of bias (see Brooks & Purdie-Vaughns, 2007) . The two referrals were included in our analyses as separate data points (see the Results and Discussion section for more detail).
Three participants gave exactly the same responses for their first and second referrals (same name, age, gender, relationship to the participant, etc.). The second referral was excluded from the analyses for these participants, but the first was kept.
Brilliance stereotype measure. To explore how participants' referrals relate to their gender stereotypes, at the end of the sessions we administered eight items describing purported differences between the intellectual abilities of women and men. Four of the items pertained specifically to gender differences in overall amount of intellectual ability (e.g., "One is more likely to find a male with a genius-level IQ than a female with a genius-level IQ"; 1 ϭ strongly disagree to 9 ϭ strongly agree). Because social desirability concerns might suppress participants' agreement with these items, we also administered four items that spoke more generally (and obliquely) about intellectual differences between men and women (e.g., "Even though it may not be politically correct to say it, males and females might be naturally suited for different kinds of intellectual activities"). A parallel analysis in an exploratory factor analysis of the eight items suggested a one-factor solution (eigenvalue ϭ 4.91; 61.4% of the variance explained). Thus, these items were averaged into a composite stereotype score (␣ ϭ .90).
Additional measures. Several additional measures (e.g., participants' justifications for their referrals) were collected and are described in Appendix S1 in the online supplemental material.
Analytic strategy. In all three experiments, we submitted participants' referrals (0 ϭ man, 1 ϭ woman) to multilevel mixed-effects logistic regressions. The two referrals provided by each participant were included as separate data points (Level 1), nested within subject (Level 2); we did not sum or average responses within a participant. We fitted the mixed-effects logistic regressions within a Bayesian framework, using the brms package for R (Bürkner, 2016; see also Stan Development Team, 2017b) .
Bayesian statistics are becoming increasingly common in psychological science (van de Schoot, Winter, Ryan, Zondervan-Zwijnenburg, & Depaoli, 2017) because they present multiple advantages over conventional frequentist statistics. These advantages have been laid out comprehensively in many recent articles (e.g., Dienes & Mclatchie, 2018; Kruschke & Liddell, 2018; Wagenmakers et al., 2018) ; here, we list those benefits that we see as most important. First, Bayesian statistics enable researchers to draw inferences about the parameters of interest in light of the data they have collected, which is the typical aim of scientific research. In contrast, frequentist statistics supply the probability of the data given the hypothesis being tested. Thus, the very logic of frequentist statistical inference is somewhat at odds with the goal of scientific practice, which is to assign probabilities to hypotheses, not data sets. Second, Bayesian statistics allow researchers to make easily interpretable, intuitive statements about the probability that an estimated parameter falls in a certain interval given the observed data: The probability that a parameter falls in its Bayesian 95% credible interval is 0.95. Frequentist confidence intervals do not allow such statements (Morey, Hoekstra, Rouder, Lee, & Wagenmakers, 2016) . Below, we report Bayesian 95% credible intervals for all parameters of interest. Third, and related to the second point, Bayesian credible intervals are useful because they allow inferences about the relative credibility of the values within them: Values close to their center are more credible than values close to their limits. As a result, it is relatively unimportant whether the credible interval for a parameter estimate just crosses versus just avoids crossing 0. In either case, 0 is a low-credibility value of the parameter because it is in the tail of its credible interval. Fourth, because of the properties above, Bayesian (vs. frequentist) statistics are better aligned with the goals of the widely endorsed "new statistics" (e.g., Cumming, 2014) , which recommend placing the focus on estimating parameters (and the uncertainty around them) This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
rather than significance testing (Kruschke & Liddell, 2018) . For completeness, however, we also computed frequentist versions of the multilevel mixed-effects logistic regressions (see Tables S6 -S8 , available in the online supplemental material); their results are in agreement with the results of the Bayesian analyses.
Open science practices. The data and analytic syntax for all experiments are available on Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/wnesy/?view_onlyϭ82be362669 944547a81e5fc2c98e2222).
Results and Discussion
The primary test of whether participants exhibited gender bias in this experiment was the contrast between the experimental and control conditions: Were participants less likely to refer women when the job was said to require brilliance than when it was not? However, gender bias might also be revealed by comparisons to the gender-neutral 50% threshold: Did participants' referrals depart substantially from a 50/50 gender split? Although informative in some ways, such departures from 50/50 do not necessarily signal prejudiced gender attitudes and are thus more difficult to interpret. Because social and professional networks tend to be segregated by gender (e.g., Kolker, 2017) , participants' referrals are likely to consist of a majority of people of their own gender even if they harbor no negative views about the other gender.
2 As a result, our conclusions about gender bias in this research are based primarily on the first test above (i.e., is there a condition difference in referrals?), which avoids the interpretive difficulties associated with the second test (i.e., is there a numerical imbalance in referrals?). Whenever we highlight deviations from a 50/50 gender split as relevant to gender bias, we do so only in the aggregate (i.e., adjusting for participant gender): A numerical imbalance in referrals may be most indicative of prejudice when the homophilic biases in the social/professional networks of men and women are allowed to cancel each other out.
Were participants less likely to refer women when the job required brilliance than when it did not? To answer this question, we performed a Bayesian multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression on the gender of participants' referrals in each referral round (0 ϭ man, 1 ϭ woman; Level 1), nested within participant (Level 2). The model included condition (0 ϭ control, 1 ϭ experimental; Level-2 predictor), participants' gender (0 ϭ man, 1 ϭ woman; Level-2 predictor), their stereotype scores (Level-2 predictor), plus all possible two-and three-way interactions between these predictors as fixed effects and a random intercept for participants. For all fixed effects in the model, we set a weakly informative prior: a normal distribution with a mean of 0 (i.e., no relationship) and a SD of 1.
3 For the random effect, the prior was the brms default (a Student's t distribution with a mean of 0, a SD of 10, and 3 degrees of freedom). All means reported below are estimated margins from this mixedeffects model, which adjust for the values of all other predictors.
Consistent with the possibility of gender bias in contexts that emphasize intellectual ability, participants were less likely to refer a woman in the experimental condition ( (Figure 1 ). The odds of referring a woman (vs. a man) were 38.3% lower when the job description mentioned brilliance.
It is also noteworthy that the credible interval for the experimental condition (35.1 to 46.1% women referred) was entirely below the neutral 50% threshold. This imbalance speaks to the presence of bias in the second sense defined above, especially when contrasted with the fact that the credible interval for the control condition (46.8 to 58.0% women referred) spanned 50%.
The model also revealed a relationship between the gender of the participants and the gender of the referrals, b ϭ 0. Participants' stereotypes also negatively predicted the probability of referring a woman, b ϭ Ϫ0.087 [Ϫ0.181, 0.007].
5 With a 1-point increase (on a 1-9 scale) in participants' agreement with the statements claiming differences between the intellectual abilities of men and women, the odds of referring a woman (vs. a man) decreased by 8.4%. This relationship did not vary by participant gender, b ϭ 0. 005 [Ϫ0.183, 0.193] , or condition, b ϭ Ϫ0.080 [Ϫ0.261, 0.100]. The fact that higher-2 Even so, this type of bias is likely to exacerbate gender gaps in real-world professional contexts where one gender is already underrepresented.
3 This prior is informative only by contrast with a uniform (flat) prior distribution, which is typically labeled "uninformative." We did not use a uniform prior because it can cause estimation issues (Stan Development Team, 2017a) . The normal(0,1) prior is weakly informative because it still allows a wide range of parameter values, but it makes estimation more tractable by ruling out unreasonable parameter values. 4 The fact that men's referrals were overall more skewed toward their own gender than women's were reinforces the practical importance of considering the gender of the individuals from whom referrals are solicited.
5 Although the credible interval of this coefficient crosses 0 by a small margin (as does the analogous coefficient in Experiment 2), values in the tails of Bayesian credible intervals-such as 0 in this case-are less probable than values in their center. This is one of the important ways in which the interpretation of Bayesian credible intervals departs from that of (frequentist) confidence intervals, for which crossing 0 renders a result "not significant." This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
stereotyping participants were less likely to refer a woman regardless of the content of the job description suggests that our stereotyping measure may track, at least in part, individual differences in a broader bias against women's competence that applies across contexts. No other coefficients in this model indicated credible relationships (for full model output, see Table S2 , available in the online supplemental materials).
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was a preregistered direct replication of Experiment 1. Our goal was to assess the replicability and generalizability of the gender bias uncovered in Experiment 1 with a larger, more ethnically diverse sample. 6 We did not have strong a priori predictions about whether the gender bias documented in Experiment 1 varies across ethnic groups; Experiment 2 allowed us to explore whether it does.
Method
Preregistration. The preregistration for this experiment is available on AsPredicted.org: https://aspredicted.org/ ax7vk.pdf.
Participants. Our sample was recruited via Qualtrics Online Panels and consisted of 811 U.S. participants (55.2% women; mean age ϭ 41 years; 55.4% non-Hispanic White, 31.9% non-Hispanic Black, 4.7% Asian, 4.2% Hispanic, 0.5% American Indian/Alaskan Native).
Three of the exclusion criteria from Experiment 1 were preregistered and were used by Qualtrics Online Panels to automatically terminate the study for any participant who failed them: (a) explicitly reporting inattention during debriefing, (b) not filling out the main dependent variable (that is, the gender of a referral), and (c) not reading the job description carefully (as indicated by failing to select at least one of the characteristics mentioned in the job description, or selecting one or more characteristics relevant to the other condition).
When reading over the responses received from Qualtrics Online Panels after these automatic exclusions, we noticed that (a) some participants filled out gibberish or otherwise made it clear that they did not take the survey seriously (e.g., they referred President Lincoln for the job; n ϭ 9), and (b) some participants had identical information for their first and second referrals (n ϭ 25). Even though we had not preregistered these criteria, we judged there was sufficient justification for excluding the nine participants who filled in nonsense and for omitting the second referral of the 25 participants who provided duplicate referrals (while retaining their first referral). To clarify, we did not preregister these criteria because these problems had not been salient in the Mechanical Turk sample from Experiment 1. After noticing these issues in the Qualtrics sample and deciding to exclude participants based on them, we went back to the Mechanical Turk sample and applied them there as well to ensure consistency. No participants in the Mechanical Turk sample had filled in nonsense, so no additional exclusions were made on this basis. However, we did discover three duplicate referrals, as described in Experiment 1. 6 We did not record participant race in Experiment 1. Although Mechanical Turk samples are typically more diverse than undergraduate populations, they are still primarily White (e.g., Levay, Freese, & Druckman, 2016) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
We note one other sample-related departure from the preregistration. Our sample was originally intended to match the U.S. Census with respect to the breakdown of racial/ethnic groups, thereby approximating a nationally representative sample. Qualtrics Online Panels was not ultimately able to provide the sample demographics agreed upon. Although more diverse than the sample for Experiment 1, the sample for Experiment 2 oversampled African Americans and undersampled other groups relative to the U.S. Census (particularly Latino/as).
Participants' referrals were analyzed with a Bayesian multilevel mixed-effects model structured as in Experiment 1, except with the addition of an ethnicity variable (0 ϭ participant of color, 1 ϭ White participant; Level-2 predictor) and all its interactions as fixed effects. Rather than updating the priors based on the results of Experiment 1, we made the conservative choice to retain the same normal(0,1) prior, which assumed no relationship between the predictors and the dependent variable.
Replicating the results of Experiment 1, participants were less likely to refer a woman for a job requiring brilliance The odds of referring a woman (vs. a man) decreased by 19.9% when the job description mentioned intellectual ability. The credible interval for the experimental condition (40.9 to 48.5% women referred) was again below the neutral 50% threshold, whereas the credible interval for the control condition (46.4 to 54.0% women referred) was symmetrical around 50% (see also Figure 1 Neither of these demographic variables moderated the brilliance gender bias revealed by the difference between the experimental and control conditions (see Table S3 , available in the online supplemental material).
As in Experiment 1, high-stereotyping participants were somewhat less likely to refer a woman, b ϭ Ϫ0.051 In summary, Experiment 2 replicated the finding of a bias against women in contexts that emphasize intellectual ability in a larger, more diverse sample. However, the magnitude of the bias was smaller in this experiment compared with the first. To more precisely estimate the magnitude of the bias observed in this experimental context, we metaanalyzed the two studies.
(Mini) Meta-Analysis of Experiments 1 and 2
We meta-analyzed Experiments 1 and 2 with a multilevel model structured as in Experiment 1, with two additional random effects: (a) a random intercept for participants nested within experiment, and (b) a random slope for experimental versus control condition. The meta-analytic estimate of gender bias in referrals for brilliance jobs was Ϫ0. 
Experiment 3
The first two experiments provide support for the hypothesis of a bias against women in contexts where intellectual ability is salient. In Experiment 3, we explored the developmental roots of this bias. If present, bias against girls in settings where success is thought to depend on intellectual talent (e.g., math, science; Chestnut, Lei, ) could deprive girls of valuable opportunities to develop their skills and, ultimately, may narrow the range of careers they can consider.
Method
Participants. Children between the ages of 5 and 7-the period during which the "brilliance ϭ men" stereotype first emerges (Bian et al., 2017) -were recruited in a small city in the Midwestern United States (N ϭ 192; 50.0% girls; mean age ϭ 6.47 years). Children were recruited from a database of families interested in participating in research studies and from local schools and daycares. Written informed consent was obtained from each child's parents prior to the testing session. Children were tested either in a university lab (n ϭ 57) or in a quiet room at their school 7 Similar to the point we made above, the fact that White participants' referrals were male-biased whereas those of participants of color were more gender-neutral reinforces the practical importance of soliciting referrals from a racially diverse group of individuals to achieve equity in recruitment outcomes.
8 None of the variables listed in the "secondary analyses" section of the preregistration moderated the experimental effect, so they are not reported here (see Appendix S1 in the online supplemental material for additional detail). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(n ϭ 135). Demographic information was available for 71% of the families. The ethnic composition of the sample mirrored that of the community in which this research was conducted: 69% of the children were non-Hispanic White, 9% Asian American, 5% non-Hispanic Black, 3% Latino or Hispanic, 1% other (parents did not specify), and 12% multiracial. The median yearly household income was $90,000 (range ϭ $4,500 to $185,000). Seventy-seven percent of the parents in the sample had at least a bachelor's degree. Children's ethnicity and socioeconomic status did not credibly moderate the results reported below; however, these null effects should be interpreted with caution because our study was not designed, and was likely underpowered, to detect moderation by these demographic variables. Two additional children were tested but excluded from the sample because they refused to complete the study. Manipulation. Children were introduced to an unfamiliar team game. After seeing a picture of the game (selected from the Novel Object and Unusual Name Database; Horst & Hout, 2016) and hearing the rules of the game (see Table  S4 , available in the online supplemental material), children in the experimental condition were told that the game was "only for children who are really, really smart." They were then shown pictures of six unfamiliar children (three boys and three girls, randomly arranged in front of the participant), all at once, and told that they would have to select teammates. Because of the strong ingroup bias present in this age group (e.g., Bian et al., 2017; Dunham, Baron, & Banaji, 2016; Halim, Ruble, Tamis-LeMonda, Shrout, & Amodio, 2017; Powlishta, 1995; Shutts, Pemberton, & Spelke, 2013; Yee & Brown, 1994; Zosuls et al., 2011) , it was important to allow children to select several teammates, which should give them the opportunity to act on other biases as well, if present. Thus, we asked children to select three of the six children, one at a time, to be on their team. To ensure that children encoded the manipulation information, the experimenter asked children to recall who was said to be good at the game (i.e., "children who are really, really smart") before they made any teammate selections; children's answers were corrected when appropriate. After the first teammate selection, children were also provided with a reminder of the relevant ability messages (i.e., that the game is "for children who are really, really smart"). After selecting three teammates for the first game, children were then shown another game for "really, really smart children," with different rules, and selected another three teammates from a new set of six unfamiliar children.
Children in the control condition went through exactly the same procedure (choosing three teammates for each of two games), except that they were not told that the games were for children who are really smart and thus did not receive any memory questions or reminders either.
The pictures of potential teammates were found through Google Images and were selected on the basis of a norming study (n ϭ 29 participants on Mechanical Turk) such that the boys and girls were matched in perceived age and attractiveness. In this study, the pictures depicted children who were White because recent work suggests that, at least early in development, the "brilliance ϭ men" association is clearest when judging White targets (Boston, Lei, Chestnut, Vraneski-Shachnai, & Cimpian, 2018 ; see also General Discussion). The pairing between these pictures and a particular game was counterbalanced across participants.
Brilliance stereotype measure. After the main portion of the study, we administered a brief measure of gender stereotypes about intellectual ability adapted from Bian et al. (2017) . Children were shown six pairs of (White) individuals, one pair at a time, and had to choose which of the individuals in each pair was "really, really smart." The first two pairs consisted of individuals of the same gender, which served to conceal the purpose of this task as a measure of children's beliefs about gender. The last four pairs consisted of a woman and a man, and the proportion of men selected on these trials served as a measure of children's gender stereotypes. Because of experimenter error, one participant was not administered the stereotype measure; this child's stereotype score was imputed on the basis of his gender and age.
Debriefing. At the end of the sessions, children received a thorough debriefing that emphasized the importance of effort and learning.
Results and Discussion
As in Experiments 1 and 2, the primary test of whether participants exhibited brilliance gender bias was the comparison between the experimental and control conditions. If this bias is present, we would expect to see a main effect of condition (experimental vs. control), with children less likely to select girls as teammates when the game is said to require brilliance than when it is not. However, as discussed previously, children's teammate selections might also be influenced by ingroup bias, which should lead them to choose children of their own gender regardless of condition. If ingroup bias is present, we would expect to see a main effect of gender, with girls choosing more girls than boys do. It is also possible that these two biases will vary in strength across the three selection rounds, in which case we should see statistical interactions between condition and selection round (for the brilliance bias) and gender and selection round (for ingroup bias). For example, if a certain type of bias is present throughout the task but weaker in earlier or later selection rounds, we should observe both a main effect of the relevant factor (condition for brilliance bias, gender for ingroup bias) and an interaction between this factor and selection round. As an alternative, a bias might be present in some selection rounds but absent in others, in which case we should observe an interaction This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
between the relevant factor and selection round but perhaps no main effect of this factor. Our prediction was that both brilliance and ingroup biases would influence children's responses, but we did not have a priori expectations regarding when in the task these biases would be observed. The gender of the teammate chosen in each selection round (0 ϭ boy; 1 ϭ girl) was analyzed with a Bayesian multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression (Level 1: children's selections on each round, Level 2: child). Condition (0 ϭ control, 1 ϭ experimental; Level-2 predictor), children's gender (0 ϭ boy, 1 ϭ girl; Level-2 predictor), their age (Level-2 predictor), their stereotype score (Level-2 predictor), and all possible interactions were used as predictors. The fixed-effects model also included selection round (first, second, or third; Level-1 predictor), plus interactions, to account for the possibility that the strength of brilliance and ingroup biases might vary across selection rounds. Preliminary analyses suggested that children's teammate selections were similar for the first and second games, so we did not include this variable in the fixed-effects model. The random-effects model consisted of a random intercept for participant. We used the same weakly informative priors for the fixed effects as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Was there a brilliance bias against girls in children's selections? The main effect of condition was similar in magnitude to the estimates from Experiments 1 and 2, but a substantial portion of its credible interval crossed 0 in this study, b ϭ Ϫ0. 225 [Ϫ0.699, 0.246] (for the full model, see Table S5 , available in the online supplemental material). However, we observed a credible interaction between condition and selection round, b ϭ Ϫ0.417 [Ϫ0.805, Ϫ0.037], such that the effect of the experimental manipulation on children's teammate selections was stronger in later selection rounds (Figure 1 ). Specifically, it was only on the third selection round that children became less likely to choose girls as teammates for the "smart" game (37.6% [28.6 9 On this round, the odds of selecting a girl (vs. a boy) dropped by 51.4% when the game was said to be for really smart children.
The condition difference on the third selection round was not moderated by participants ' gender, b ϭ Ϫ0.614 [Ϫ1.824, 0.602] . That is, girls' bias against girls as teammates for the "smart" (vs. the control) game did not differ credibly from boys' bias against girls. Some caution is warranted is interpreting this result, however: In absolute terms, the condition difference on the third selection round seemed substantially larger for girls than for boys ( Figure  2) , and it is possible that a study with a larger sample would have detected a credible interaction effect.
Was Putting these two sets of results together, it seems that children start out with a strong ingroup bias that then weakens with each consecutive selection, giving way to a brilliance bias against girls. This interpretation was also supported by an examination of boys' and girls' responses (considered separately) across the three selection rounds (Figure 2 ). To begin, we note a crucial difference in the expected effect of ingroup and brilliance biases on boys' and girls' responses. Whereas these two biases push boys' responses in the same direction (i.e., toward choosing fewer girls than boys), for girls they point in different directions: An ingroup bias would lead girls to choose more girls, but a brilliance bias would lead them to choose fewer girls (specifically in the experimental condition). Thus, if ingroup bias is relatively more influential in children's early (vs. late) selections and the brilliance bias is relatively more influential in late (vs. early) selections, this pattern should be particularly salient in girls' responses (see Tables S9 and  S10 , available in the online supplemental material, for the separate models on the girls' and boys' data). Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 2 , girls (but not boys) became less likely to select own-gender teammates across selection rounds, b ϭ Ϫ0.629 [Ϫ0.912, Ϫ0.359], and this decrease was particularly sharp in the experimental (vs. the control) condition, b ϭ Ϫ0.477 [Ϫ1.024, 0.062], where the game was said to be for children who are "really, really smart." 9 One may wonder whether the reminder that children received after their first selection in the experimental (but not control) condition explains this difference: Perhaps the reminder caused children to switch their answers from choosing own-gender teammates (ingroup bias) to choosing children of the other gender. Several aspects of the data contradict this possibility. For example, children's selections in the experimental condition were more likely to stay the same when they received a reminder vs. when they did not. The percentage of children whose selections were unaffected by the reminder (i.e., children whose first and second selections were either two girls or two boys) was 57.3%. By comparison, only 47.4% of children were consistent (i.e., chose either two girls or two boys) between their second and third selections, which were not separated by a reminder. 10 These numbers suggest that more girls than boys were chosen in the first round overall (see also Figure 1 ). This result may be explained by the fact that young girls seem to have a stronger preference for ingroup friends and playmates than boys do (e.g., Shutts et al., 2013; Shutts, Kenward, Falk, Ivegran, & Fawcett, 2017) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
For boys, the interaction between selection round and condition (experimental vs. control) was in the same direction as for girls but was weaker, b ϭ Ϫ0.306 [Ϫ0.833, 0.235]. It is also noteworthy that, by the third selection round, the credible interval in the experimental condition was entirely below the neutral 50% threshold (28.6 to 47.4% girls selected; Figure 1, right) . This result indicates that, as a group, children selected fewer girls than boys for the "smart" game on this round, which suggests the presence of gender bias in the second sense defined above (i.e., a substantial departure from a 50/50 gender split within a condition).
11 In contrast, the credible interval for the control game spanned 50% (42.8 to 63.7% girls selected). The numerical imbalance in children's selections for the "smart" (but not the control) game on this round mirrors the imbalance in adults' referrals for the "brilliance" (but not the control) jobs in Experiments 1 and 2. Another parallel to Experiments 1 and 2 is that the departure from 50/50 balance was driven mostly by the male participants: On the third selection round, boys selected only 24.0% [14.8 to 35.8%] girls for the "smart" game, whereas girls still selected a majority of girls for this game (53.4% [39.8 to 66.9%]). (Recall, however, that girls still showed gender bias in the sense of being less likely to select girls for the "smart" game than for the control game.) The meta-analysis of Experiments 1 and 2 revealed a parallel difference in adults' responses: Men referred only 30.6% [26.4 to 35.1%] women for the "brilliance" job, whereas women referred 54.1% [49.9 to 58.1%] women for this job.
The differences observed in children's behavior across the three selection rounds led us to go back to the adult 11 However, based on this criterion, children in the experimental condition were biased in favor of girls on the first selection round (Figure 1 ). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
data from the first two studies and explore whether adults' first and second referrals differed as well. We used the same data and model as for our meta-analysis above, with the addition of referral round (first or second; Level-1 predictor) and all its interactions with the other variables as fixed effects. This analysis revealed a main effect of referral round, b ϭ 0. In summary, young children showed bias against girls in the context of activities said to require high levels of intellectual ability. When asked to select teammates for these activities, children first tended to select other children of their gender (consistent with the strong ingroup bias present at this age; Dunham et al., 2016; Yee & Brown, 1994; Zosuls et al., 2011) . However, as they selected more teammates, they increasingly favored boys over girls. No such shift occurred when the experimenter did not comment on the abilities required to succeed on these activities.
General Discussion
Despite women's achievements in the classroom and the workplace, the three experiments presented here suggest that women may still encounter bias in circumstances where brilliance is viewed as the key to success. We found evidence of such bias in a novel referral paradigm (Experiment 1): Participants were less likely to refer women for a position described as requiring intellectual ability than for a position described as requiring motivation; the gender of the recommender did not seem to matter vis-à-vis this bias. We found the same pattern, although somewhat attenuated, in a preregistered replication of the first experiment with a larger and more diverse sample (Experiment 2). Experiment 3 suggested that this bias is present even in children: When selecting teammates for a game, 5-to 7-year-olds selected teammates of their own gender at first but then chose fewer girls when the game was described as requiring smarts than when it was not.
Theoretical Contributions
This work makes several theoretical contributions. First, by finding gender bias in contexts where brilliance is valued, our studies add to our current understanding of the processes that lead to women's underrepresentation in "genius fields"-that is, fields such as physics and philosophy, in which success is generally seen as depending on highlevel intellectual ability . Prior work suggested that the atmosphere of these "genius fields," and particularly the explicit emphasis on brilliance, has negative effects on women's sense of fitting in with others in these fields (i.e., their sense of belonging) and on their self-efficacy (i.e., the extent to which they expect they will be successful; Bian et al., 2018 ; see also Good, Rattan, & Dweck, 2012) . In turn, these effects take a toll on women's interest as well. Similarly, there is evidence that women are more likely to experience stereotype threat in settings where innate ability is valued (Emerson & Murphy, 2015) . In these settings, women expect that others' views of them will be influenced by the negative stereotypes about their abilities; this expectation lowers women's trust and makes them more likely to disengage from the field. The present findings suggest that others' judgments should indeed be reason for concern: A key implication of our studies is that women encounter bias in "genius fields." This bias is thus an important part of any theory seeking to explain why women are underrepresented in these prestigious fields.
Second, these findings add to our understanding of gender bias in professional contexts by examining an early, predecision stage of the recruitment process that has so far not been the target of sustained investigation as a source of gender bias. Even if the hiring decision itself is unbiased, if it is based on a pool of candidates in which women are present in fewer numbers than their accomplishments would This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
warrant, a strong case can still be made for bias in the hiring process. While gender bias may be becoming less common in employers' and supervisors' "public" behavior (e.g., hiring or promotion decisions; Williams & Ceci, 2015) , in part because the possibility of bias is often explicitly discussed in these contexts, young women's path to a successful career goes through many contexts in which people may be less guarded and-our evidence suggests-may still behave in biased ways (see also Nittrouer et al., 2018) . Third, our findings add a developmental dimension to investigations of gender bias. Although it is intuitive to think of gender bias as an adult phenomenon, the gender imbalances currently seen in many academic and professional fields may actually be attributable, in part, to processes that unfold early in development (e.g., Cheryan et al., 2015) . Our data support this possibility. After they had a chance to express their ingroup favoritism, the 5-to 7-yearolds in Experiment 3 exhibited gender bias, selecting fewer girls as teammates when the activity was said to be for children who are "really, really smart" than when it was not. This difference was most prominent among the girls in our sample but did not in fact differ credibly by gender. Outside the lab, where the intellectually challenging activities have to do with mathematics, science, chess, and so forth, this sort of biased behavior may deprive girls of opportunities to develop expertise in these domains via interactions with peers. If girls are excluded from the real-world counterparts of our novel activities-or at least not encouraged to engage with them as much as boys are-that could make it more difficult for girls to pursue these domains when they are older. In this way, part of the foundation for women's underrepresentation in "genius fields" may be laid quite early.
Limitations and Alternative Explanations
One potential limitation of the first two studies is that we cannot know the actual intellectual abilities of the referred individuals. This suggests an alternative interpretation: Perhaps our participants happened to know more intellectually gifted men than women, which would mean their referrals were not actually biased. While such differences might emerge by chance in small samples of participants, our combined sample across Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of 1,158 individuals from diverse backgrounds. As groups, the male and female acquaintances of these 1,158 individuals are likely to approximate the characteristics of the general population of men and women, for which there is no compelling evidence of gender differences in "raw" intellectual ability (e.g., Guiso et al., 2008; Spelke, 2005) . Of course, the male and female acquaintances of our participants may have differed in other ways that influenced participants' referrals. For example, the men may have had more challenging jobs or occupied positions of higher authority than the women (e.g., Heilman, 2012) . These differences could serve as indirect cues to intellectual ability; people often infer others' traits from their social roles (e.g., Cimpian & Salomon, 2014; Koenig & Eagly, 2014) . However, insofar as the current occupations of participants' acquaintances may themselves have been shaped by the biases we are examining here, these cues may be misleading and perpetuate gender inequality. We also note that the paradigm used in Experiment 3 is not sensitive to these concerns, insofar as children were asked to select teammates for games from a set of children with whom they had no prior acquaintance. Children's preferential selection of unfamiliar boys over unfamiliar girls as teammates for the "smart" game is a clear example of gender bias (i.e., differential treatment by gender in the absence of specific knowledge of any gender differences in the potential teammates' abilities).
It is also interesting to consider whether participants' referrals in Experiments 1 and 2 were driven by altruistic concerns about the people being referred rather than, as we claim, by gender bias. Perhaps the description of the brilliance job evoked an image of a workplace that is maledominated and competitive (e.g., Gaucher, Friesen, & Kay, 2011) . As a result, participants may have recommended fewer women for this job simply because they were concerned about how they would fit in, not because they harbored negative views about their abilities. Several aspects of our results are inconsistent with this alternative possibility. For instance, the gender of participants' referrals was predicted by their endorsement of negative stereotypes about women's intellectual abilities: The more participants endorsed statements such as, "One is more likely to find a male with a genius-level IQ than a female with a geniuslevel IQ," the less likely they were to refer a woman, consistent with the gender-bias interpretation of our results. The open-ended reasons participants provided for their referral decisions (see Appendix S1, available in the online supplemental material) support this interpretation as well. We went back to these responses to see whether any included mention of the work environment of the brilliance job, the fit with the other people there, and so forth. We did not see any justifications of this sort-virtually all participants explained their decisions by listing the abilities of the referred individuals and how they matched the job description. Note that, although expectations about the environment of brilliance jobs did not seem to factor into the gender bias observed in these particular studies, this mechanism could operate in other circumstances and may also constitute an obstacle for women hoping to pursue "genius fields."
Another limitation of this research is the use of hypothetical scenarios. Caution is warranted when extrapolating these findings to behaviors outside the lab. Nevertheless, there are also reasons to believe that our experimental paradigms were valid analogs of the relevant real-world situations and thus captured most of the same psychological This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
processes. For instance, participants were asked to refer people they knew, which is precisely what would happen if they had to make a referral in their actual jobs. Moreover, referrals are often made off the cuff in the context of a conversation or in a quick e-mail response, which is not too different from how participants made their referrals in our studies. Similar considerations apply to the task in Experiment 3, which capitalized on the age-appropriate and familiar process of choosing other children with whom to play a game. In sum, though lab studies such as ours have limitations with respect to external validity, other aspects of our methodology mitigate these concerns.
Open Questions and Directions for Future Work
An important direction for future work would be to identify means of combatting the bias documented here. There are at least two ways to fight this bias: by changing the "brilliance ϭ men" stereotype or by making this stereotype irrelevant to decisions about employment, promotion, awards, and so forth. Given how difficult it is to induce long-lasting change in stereotypes (e.g., Lai et al., 2016) , a more effective bias-reduction strategy, at least in the short term, might be to find ways of blocking the impact of the "brilliance ϭ men" stereotype in professional contexts. One could consider, for instance, intervening to change how people talk (or, better yet, think) about success in fields that currently value brilliance. If members of a field believe that success depends on a special quality (brilliance, genius, etc.) that only certain individuals possess and that cannot be acquired (Bian et al., 2018 ; see also Rattan, Savani, Naidu, & Dweck, 2012) , then the logical next step is to determine who among their trainees and peers has this quality. The problem is that there is no predetermined, agreed-upon set of cues to brilliance; these judgments are riddled with ambiguity, and stereotypes and bias thrive on ambiguity (e.g., Koch et al., 2015) . One solution might be to step away from murky intuitions about intellectual talent altogether and adopt what is known as a growth mindset (e.g., Dweck, 2006) , which is the idea that most skills can be considerably improved with focused practice and appropriate mentoring. From the perspective of a growth mindset, an individual's chances of success in a field are not predetermined by the (fixed) amount of talent they possess; rather, what matters most is the individual's willingness to dedicate themselves to learning the relevant skills and content matter, given appropriate guidance. Growth mindsets democratize judgments of "potential," lessening the effect of stereotypes that associate talent with only certain groups (e.g., Yeager et al., 2016) .
We should note that it is an open question whether some fields actually require more brilliance than others. To the extent that progress in many fields of academia is increasingly reliant on large collaborative projects, individuals' intellectual abilities may in fact be less important to their success than their ability to work with others in teams (e.g., Woolley, Chabris, Pentland, Hashmi, & Malone, 2010) . Nevertheless, the present findings do not speak directly to this issue, and-crucially-our argument holds regardless of whether field-specific beliefs about success are true or false: Whether or not someone needs to be brilliant to do well in "genius fields," if the members of these fields believe this to be the case, their behavior is susceptible to influence by whatever associations their culture attaches to the idea of brilliance and genius (e.g., that it is a male trait).
In the future, this line of research could be extended in several directions. First, it would be useful to have more information about the range of professional contexts in which women encounter bias because of the "brilliance ϭ men" stereotype. We can also ask whether these biases are exacerbated as one moves up the ranks in a field or organization, and whether judgments made at these higher levels are biased in an even broader range of contexts (that is, even beyond fields where brilliance is explicitly valued). Second, we need to know more about how the gender biases documented here intersect with ethnicity. For instance, preliminary evidence suggests that, developmentally at least, the "brilliance ϭ men" association is strongest when evaluating White (vs. Black) men and women (e.g., Boston et al., 2018) . Our studies do not speak to these issues: We have no information about the ethnicity of participants' referrals in Experiments 1 and 2, and the potential teammates presented to children in Experiment 3 were all White. It will thus be important to explore how "brilliance ϭ men" biases apply to targets of various ethnicities. Finally, further developmental research is needed to explore the robustness of the brilliance bias we identified among young children and the generalizability of this bias across cultural contexts, as well as to follow up on some of the patterns for which our data did not provide conclusive evidence (e.g., the trend whereby girls seemed to differentiate between the "smart" and the control games more strongly than boys).
Conclusion
To conclude, our findings reveal an early developing bias against girls and women in circumstances where intellectual ability is thought to be essential for success. Despite the objective evidence of women's educational and professional accomplishments, it seems that their ability to make intellectual contributions is still not seen as being on par with men's. This bias likely represents a major obstacle for women aspiring to prestigious careers in today's society.
